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Abstract. Scheme includes a simple yet powerful macro mechanism.
Using macros, programmers can easily extend the language with new
kinds of expressions and definitions, thus abstracting over recurring syntactic patterns. As with every other powerful language mechanism, programmers can also easily misuse macros and, to this day, broken macro
definitions or macro uses pose complex debugging problems to programmers at all levels of experience.
In this paper, we present a type system for taming Scheme-like macros.
Specifically, we formulate a small model that captures the essential properties of Scheme-style macros. For this model, we formulate a novel type
system to eliminate some of these problems, prove its soundness, and
validate its pragmatic usefulness.

1

The Power of Macro Programming

Over the past 20 years, the Scheme community has developed an expressive
and easy-to-use standard macro system [1]. To introduce a new construct via a
macro, a programmer simply writes down a rewriting rule consisting of a pair of
syntactic patterns [2]. The left-hand side is called a pattern; the right-hand side
is referred to as a template. Collectively the set of rules specifies how the macro
expander must translate the surface syntax into core syntax. The macro expander
eliminates each instance of the pattern in the program by replacing it with an
instance of the template where all pattern variables have been appropriately
substituted.
Scheme implementors often use the macro system to equip the language with
additional forms of expressions. Programmers use the macro system for similar
reasons. Many define small domain-specific notations and then formulate their
program in a mix of Scheme and domain-specific expressions [3, 4]. The macro
system thus empowers them to follow the old Lisp maxim on problem-solving via
language definition, which says that programmers should formulate an embedded
programming language for the problem domain and that they should express
their solution for the domain in this new language.
Naturally, every powerful programming construct invites misuse. For example, a programmer may pass the wrong number of arguments to a function or
attempt to apply an operation on the wrong kind of value (such as destructuring a number as if it were a pair or dividing by zero). These errors may cause

incorrect program results or run-time exceptions. A programmer may misuse
macros in similar ways. Misuse of macros may cause the generation of an incorrect program or the triggering of errors during compilation. Given the weak
programming environments for macro expansion, debugging macro misuses is
extremely difficult compared to other constructs.
With this paper, we attempt to reconcile type checking with powerful syntactic abstractions in the spirit of Scheme. Naturally, the type system reduces the
power of the macro system, but we believe that it retains enough for Scheme programmers with ordinary problems. We discuss the one exception to this claim in
the conclusion. In the meantime, we briefly introduce macros; illustrate potential
misuses; and present our unusual type system and a model for macro expansion
so that we can prove type soundness. The penultimate section shows how we can
extend our model to accommodate most of Scheme’s expressive powers. Finally,
we discuss related and future work toward taming macros.
Note: A preliminary version of this paper appeared in the Scheme and Functional Programming Workshop 2003 [5].

2

Why Macros?

Macros enable programmers to abstract over syntactic patterns. The most common uses of macros involve introducing new binding forms, changing the order
or context of evaluation, and imposing static constraints on program fragments.
Suppose we wish to write a testing library and want a mechanism to test that
an expression raises a specific run-time exception. For example, a programmer
should be able to write a test case that looks like this:
(assert/exception (/ 1 0) div-by-zero-exception?)
The meaning of this expression can be described as follows: Evaluate the test
expression (/ 1 0). If an exception is raised during the evaluation, test the exception value with the div-by-zero-exception? predicate. If the predicate holds, return
true. Otherwise, if the predicate fails or if no exception was thrown, return false.
In Scheme (or any eager language), a programmer must use a macro to
introduce this abstraction. Since the test expression must be evaluated in the
context of new exception-handling code, assert/exception cannot be defined as
a function.
In PLT Scheme [6], the macro might be defined as follows, using with-handlers
to handle exceptions:
(define-syntax assert/exception
(syntax-rules ()
((assert/exception test-expression expected-exn?)
(with-handlers ((expected-exn? (lambda (exn) true))
((lambda (exn) true) (lambda (exn) false)))
test-expression
false))))
Note how the first macro argument is placed into an exception handling
context constructed from the second macro argument, before it is evaluated.

3

Macros are Too Powerful

Given their purpose, Scheme-style macros suffer from a critical problem. A macro
can misapply the language’s syntactic constructors, thus creating surface syntax
that cannot be parsed into an AST or interpreted. The problem comes in two
forms: an error in the macro use and an error in the macro definition.
First, the user of a macro may use it on syntactic forms that the creator of the
macro didn’t anticipate or intend to allow. Here is an increment macro, which is
supposed to function in the context where everything else has its conventional
Scheme meaning:
(define-syntax incr
(syntax-rules ()
((incr x) (begin (set! x (+ x 1)) x))))
While the creator of the macro didn’t expect anyone to use the macro with anything but an identifier,1 the user—perhaps someone used to a different syntax—
can misapply it to a vector-dereferencing expression:
... (incr (vector-ref a 0)) ...
The situation is particularly bad when a macro is imported from a module and
the user is not able to understand or even access the macro definition.
Second, consider this macro definition:
(define-syntax where
(syntax-rules (is)
((where body lhs is rhs) (let ((rhs lhs)) body))))
The intention is to define a where macro, which could be used like this:2
(where (+ x y)
y is 5)
Unfortunately, the right-hand side of the rewriting rule for where misuses the
rhs pattern variable as a let-bound identifier and thus creates an ill-formed expression.
At first glance, the situation is seemingly analogous to that of applying a
programmer-defined Scheme function outside of its intended domain or defining
a function improperly. In either case, the programmer receives an error message
and needs to find the bug. Many Scheme systems offer sophisticated debugging
aids for run-time exceptions. In contrast, programmers debugging macros have
no such support. For example, in Chez Scheme [7], the misuse of incr generates
the report that the syntax
(set! (incr (vector-ref v 0)) (+ (incr (...)) 1))
1

2

Scheme’s set! is only a variable assignment; it cannot mutate vectors, pairs, or other
structures.
Or like this in PLT Scheme: ((+ x y) . where . y is 5).

is invalid; the user of where finds out that
(let ((5 x)) (+ x 1))
is invalid syntax, without any clue of which portion of the program introduced
this bug. Even in DrScheme [8], a sophisticated IDE that employs source code
tracing and highlighting to provide visual clues, a programmer receives difficultto-decipher error messages. The misuse of incr macro highlights the vector
dereferencing expression and reports that some set! expression is ill-formed,
which at least suggests that the error is in the use of incr. In contrast, for the
use of where, DrScheme highlights the 5 and suggests that the let expression
expects identifiers instead of numbers on the left. This leaves the programmer
with at most a hint that the macro definition contains an error.

4

A Model of Scheme Macros

This section defines a small programming language with macros, inspired by
Scheme. The macro expansion process is formalized with a rewriting semantics,
because we consider this style of semantics the best suited to the syntax of
macro definitions. The model omits certain properties of Scheme’s macro system,
including hygiene [9] and referential transparency [10]; they are not relevant for
our purposes. Finally, we specify the goal of type checking in this context.
4.1

Syntax

Figure 1 specifies the syntax of our model programming language. It consists of
a core language plus macro definitions and macro applications. More precisely,
a program consists of a sequence of macro definitions followed by a sequence of
top-level terms, which must be either definitions or expressions. Programs in the
surface language are expanded into programs in the core language.
This model eliminates several complications from Scheme’s macro system
and syntax. In particular, there are no local macros (let-syntax), and identifiers
are a different lexical class from macro keywords. A lambda term contains a
single formal parameter. Finally, our model does not support literals or ellipses
in macro patterns. We discuss in section 8 how to scale our model to a full-fledged
version of Scheme.
We use the metavariables x, y to range over syntax in the language (but
not macro definitions), m for macro keywords, and P, G, T for macro patterns,
guards, and templates, respectively. We require that a pattern variable appear at
most once in a pattern. Frequently we use m and the word “macro” to include
primitive syntax (such as lambda and quote) as well; the meaning is always
clear from the context.
4.2

Reduction Semantics for Expansion

Figure 2 specifies macro expansion with a reduction semantics. It consists of two
relations and some auxiliary functions that deal with macros.
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Underlined nonterminals are part of the macro language, not the core language.
Fig. 1. The languages
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The first relation −→ defines the expansion of an entire program. Macro
definitions are collected into a macro environment ρ. The environment contains
all the information from the macro definition, including type annotations. The
reduction rules show, however, that the type annotations do not affect expansion.
Each top-level term is expanded in the macro environment ρ using the reρ
duction relation −→ (note that ρ is a parameter of the relation). This reduction relation is defined for numbers, identifiers, applications, the three primitive
keywords, and macro applications. The relation is compatible with expansion
contexts (E), which allow expansion inside of lambda, define, and app terms
but not inside of macro applications. The final result of a successful reduction
sequence is a term of the core language (CoreTerm).
The recursive structure of expansion contexts (E) shows where expansion
occurs, and the matching structure of core terms (CoreTerm) shows what expansion may produce in that context. Expansion only occurs in expression and
definition contexts. Furthermore, macros must expand into expressions or definitions.
In our language, any parenthesized term in expansion position that is not
a special form application must be a procedure application. In our reduction
semantics, these are explicitly tagged with app after they have been recognized
as such. In particular, macro applications cannot expand into keywords and
cause expansion of the containing term:
Bad:

ρ

ρ

((id id) 5) −→ (id 5) −→ 5

is forbidden, just as it is in Scheme.
The single-step macro expansion is described via the auxiliary functions
match and transcribe. If the macro arguments match a pattern, match produces a substitution (σ) that maps pattern variables to terms. Then transcribe
applies the substitution to the template, which produces the replacement term
for the macro application. If none of the macro’s patterns matches its arguments,
the macro is not expanded.
4.3

Stuck Terms

Our goal is to prevent macro expansion from getting stuck. Stuck terms represent
those terms for which macro expansion goes awry. Technically, they are terms
that are not in the core language and yet they cannot be further expanded. Stuck
terms come in three groups.
The first class contains pattern variables, macro keywords, and primitive
keywords. These terms have no meaning outside of a macro template or a macro
application of the right form. For example, the term quote by itself is stuck.
The second class of stuck terms includes all macro applications (and procedure applications) that do not match a clause in ρ or a grammar clause in the
core language. For example, (lambda x x) is stuck, because lambda requires its
single formal parameter to be enclosed in parentheses.

The third class of stuck terms are those that have been completely expanded
but are not terms of the core language. Thus, (lambda (x) (define xyz 5)) is
stuck because the core grammar does not allow a definition within a lambda
term.3
In a syntax closer to Scheme there would be additional classes of stuck
terms. For instance, the formal parameters of lambda should be distinct, so
(lambda (x x) 17) would be illegal. We believe, however, that errors such as this
one are analogous to division-by-zero errors, which conventional type systems
do not catch. For this reason, we have eliminated this complication from our
grammar.

5

Shape Types

The semantics for macro expansion guides the development of the type system
in two ways. First, the core language grammar and syntax of macro patterns
determines the structure of our types. Second, since expansion happens only in
certain contexts, the recursive structure of the type checker must respect these
contexts.
5.1

Why Shapes?

Syntactically, our language consists of two essential syntactic categories: expressions and definitions. These are also the only two types into which macro
applications can expand. The syntax that macros consume, however, cannot be
described in terms of just expressions and definitions. After all, our grammar
contains many other kinds of syntactic categories. For example, in the case of
lambda, the first argument is an identifier within parentheses, which should not
be typed as either an expression or a definition. If we wish to design a type
language that describes all these intermediate shapes of syntax, it must cope
with the basic identifiers, expressions, and definitions, and shapes built up by
grouping with parentheses. We call these descriptions shape types.
Shape types provide a way of describing the terms that macros and primitive
syntax constructors consume and produce. The type checker therefore treats
macro applications and primitive keyword applications identically. In particular,
an initial type environment contains types for primitive keywords.
Figure 3 defines the language of shape types. We use the term type to refer to
only expr and def. The term shape refers to simple types and complex, structured
shapes. We use t to range over types and s to range over arbitrary shapes.
The success of a single expansion step of a macro application is determined
only by the shape of its input. The shape type of the macro’s input represents
a guarantee that if the actual arguments match the shape type, then they also
match one of the macro’s patterns, and thus expansion does not get stuck in
that step.
3

Scheme allows some internal definitions, though not this one. Our model omits internal definitions to simplify the presentation and the proof.

Program
mdi = (define-syntax mi (syntax-laws ti (Pi,1 Gi,1 Ti,1 ) · · · ))
ρ(mi ) = ([(Pi,1 , Gi,1 , Ti,1 ), · · · ], ti )
i≤m
ρ ∗
xk −→ x0k
k≤n
x0k ∈ CoreTerm
k≤n

i≤m

P rog

md1 · · · mdm x1 · · · xn −→ x01 · · · x0n
Reduction
E
CoreExpr
CoreDef
CoreTerm

::=
::=
::=
::=

[] | (lambda (i) E) | (app E x) | (app x E) | (define i E)
n | i | (lambda (i) CoreExpr) | (app CoreExpr CoreExpr) | (quote x)
(define i CoreExpr)
CoreExpr | CoreDef
ρ

x −→ x0
ρ

E[x] −→ E[x0 ]
ρ

(x1 x2 ) −→ (app x1 x2 )

x1 6∈ macro

ρ

(m x1 · · · xn ) −→ expand ρm(x1 · · · xn )

if the right-hand side exists

Match

match ρmx = (σ, Tk )
where ρ(m) = ([(P1 , G1 , T1 ) · · · (Pn , Gn , Tn )], t)
and transcribe Pk σ = x for minimal k
expand ρmx = transcribe T σ
transcribe xσ = x
transcribe pσ = σ(p)

where (σ, T ) = match ρmx

when x ∈ datum ∪ id ∪ keyword ∪ macro
when p ∈ dom (σ)

transcribe (x1 · · · xn )σ = ( transcribe x1 σ · · · transcribe xn σ)
Fig. 2. Reduction semantics

t ∈ type ::= expr | def
s ∈ shape ::= type | ident | any
| (shape∗ )
| (mclauses (shape shape) · · · (shape shape))
| shape → type
Fig. 3. Shape Types

If all macro templates contain only macro applications of the correct shape,
then expansion never becomes stuck. It is impossible to prove that a template
has the correct shape if pattern variables be replaced with arbitrary terms, so
we allow guards on the macro patterns to constrain the shapes of terms that
pattern variables can match. The guards give the macro a more restrictive input
shape, and they generate additional information for checking the templates.
In order to check a macro application, there must be a correspondence between terms and shapes. A particular term may be used in many ways, so it
must have many potential shapes. Consider the following term:
(define (a b) (let ((a b)) (a b)))
The subterm (a b) occurs three times, each time used in a different way. The first
occurrence is used as the shape (ident ident), the second as the shape (ident expr),
and the third as just expr. Put differently, the assignment of shapes to terms is
not unique and poses some complex problems.
5.2

Shape Types Guide Recursive Type Checking

Conventional type checkers synthesize the type of a phrase from the types of its
pieces. For example, if the type checker encounters a term of the form (e1 e2 ), it
recognizes an application and knows to recursively type check the two subterms.
If e1 is of type a → b and e2 is of type a then (e1 e2 ) is of type b.
The conventional type checker can make this deduction for any (e1 e2 ) that
occurs in an expression position. Clearly, no type checker would reject a program
containing the string "never write (car 17)" on the grounds that 17 is not
a list. The conventional type checker operates after the parser has determined
the syntactic roles of all program fragments. Thus it knows that in the above
string (car 17) does not occur in an expression context and does not require
type checking.
In our system, type checking happens before macro expansion and thus before
parsing. Rather than the parser determining the syntactic roles of program fragments, in our system the shape types of special forms dictate how to recursively
type check the arguments to those special forms.
Consider this example:
(moo (quo rem) (div x y) (= rem 0))
Without some information about moo’s legal input shapes, it is impossible to
determine the shape type of (quo rem) in moo’s argument, since moo may destructure and rearrange its arguments in arbitrary and unknown ways. If the
type checker knows, however, that moo has shape
((ident ident) expr expr) → expr
then it can recursively check the appropriate arguments to moo as expressions.
First it makes sure there are three arguments. Then it checks that the first

argument is a group of two identifiers and that the second and third can be
validated to be expressions.
The shape associated with the macro is exactly the information necessary
to perform type checking without expansion. Even when code has no macro
applications and thus parsing could be done without expansion steps, shape
types are still powerful enough to describe how to recursively type check uses
of primitive keywords like define and lambda. In other words, the type checker
itself does not need special rules for core keywords.

6

The Shape Type System

Type checking an entire program consists of building a macro type environment
for the macro definitions and then type checking the macro templates and the
subsequent top-level terms. Type checking a term (I) requires auxiliary two
auxiliary relations. One relates S-expressions with shapes (◦), and the other
defines an ordering on shapes (v).
6.1

Checking A Complete Program

Figure 4 presents the type rules for programs. A program is typable ([Program])
if each top-level term is typable in the initial type environment augmented with
the macro type environment from the macro definitions.
The [Environment] rule defines the “respects” relation `R , which ensures
that the macro type environment reflects the patterns and annotations of the
macro definitions. It checks each macro clause with [Macro Type] for each macro
definition as well as the templates (rule [Templates]) using Γ ∪Γ0 and the guards.
The [Macro Type] rule relates patterns and shapes with the [Guarded] and
[Unguarded] rules. The relation `U P : u indicates that terms with shape u
match the pattern, and Φ `G P : s says that when a term of shape s matches
P , the resulting substitution satisfies Φ. The overlap relation (./) rejects macro
definitions with overlapping patterns. Ensuring that the patterns do not overlap
is necessary for the type soundness theorem.
6.2

From Terms to Shape Types

Figure 5 introduces the proof rules that relate S-expressions with their shapes.
The rules use two kinds of environments: Γ for the macro type environment,
mapping macro to shape, and Φ for the pattern variable environment, mapping
pvar to shape. Top-level terms are type checked in the empty pattern variable environment, and macro templates are checked in the pattern variable environment
corresponding to the guards of that clause.
A judgment Γ ; Φ ` x ◦ s means that in the type environments Γ and Φ, term
x has shape s and can be used in any position that expects a term of shape s.
Two of the rules deserve an explanation:

Program
mdi = (define-syntax mi (syntax-laws ti (Pi,1 Gi,1 Ti,1 ) · · · ))
ρ(mi ) = ([(Pi,1 , Gi,1 , Ti,1 ), · · · ], ti )
Γ `R ρ
Γ ∪ Γ0 ; Φ ` xk I tk tk ∈ type
`P md1 · · · mdn x1 · · · xn0 correct
Γ0 (lambda) = ((ident) expr) → expr
Γ0 (define) = (ident expr) → def
Γ0 (quote) = (any) → expr
Γ0 (app) = (expr expr) → expr
Environments
∀m ∈ dom (Γ ) ∩ macro : Γ (m) `R ρ(m)
∀m ∈ dom (ρ) : Γ `T ρ(m)
Γ `R ρ
Macro Type
ρ(m) = ([(P0 , G0 , T0 ), · · · (Pn , Gn , Tn )], t)
Γ (m) = (mclauses (u1 s1 ) · · · (un sn )) → t
∀i ≤ n : Gi `G Pi : si
∀i ≤ n : `U Pi : ui
∀i 6= j : ui 6./ uj
Γ (m) `R ρ(m)
Templates
Γ ∪ Γ0 ; Gi ` Ti I t
∀i ≤ n
ρ(m) = ([(P0 , G0 , T0 ), · · · (Pn , Gn , Tn )], t)
Γ `T ρ(m)
Guarded1
p ∈ pvar
Φ(p) = s
Φ `G p : s

Guarded2
∀i ≤ n : Γ ; Φ `G xi : si
Φ `G (x1 · · · xn ) : (s1 · · · sn )

Unguarded1
p ∈ pvar

Unguarded2
∀i ≤ n :`U xi : ui

`U pvar : any

`U (x1 · · · xn ) : (u1 · · · un )

u ∈ unguarded shapes ::= any | (u1 · · · un )
Overlap1
∀u : any ./ u

Overlap2
∀i ≤ n : ui ./ u0i
(u1 · · · un ) ./ (u01 · · · u0n )

Fig. 4. Program Correctness

Shape1
x ∈ id

Shape2
x ∈ number

Γ ; Φ ` x ◦ ident

Γ ; Φ ` x ◦ expr

Shape5
x ∈ macro ∪ pvar ∪ keyword
x 6∈ dom (Γ ) ∪ dom (Φ)

Shape3
x ∈ macro ∪ keyword
x ∈ dom (Γ )

Shape4
x ∈ pvar
x ∈ dom (Φ)

Γ ; Φ ` x ◦ Γ (x)

Γ ; Φ ` x ◦ Φ(x)

Shape6
Γ;Φ ` x ◦ s
s v s0
0

Γ ; Φ ` x ◦ any

Γ;Φ ` x ◦ s

Shape7
Γ ; Φ ` xi ◦ si

i≤n

Γ ; Φ ` (x1 · · · xn ) ◦ (s1 · · · sn )

Fig. 5. From Terms to Shapes

[Shape3] If a macro keyword has a definition, then it has the shape (an arrow
shape type) recorded in the type environment.
[Shape5] If a keyword or pattern variable is not bound, it has shape any. It
can be used only in positions that place no constraints on the shape; for
example, the argument to quote takes a term of any shape.
Any S-expression can be given some shape type. In particular, any S-expression
can be given the shape type any.
6.3

Ordering Shapes

The judgment s v s0 means that shape s generalizes to shape s0 . Put differently,
s0 reveals fewer details than s. The ordering rules are introduced in fig. 6.

Order1
ident v expr
Order5

Order2
s v any

Order3
∀k ≤ n : sk v s0k

Order4
(s1 · · · sn ) v s

(s1 · · · sn ) v (s01 · · · s0n )

(s → t s1 · · · sn ) v t

Order6

Order7
s v sk

(expr expr) v expr

∀i 6= j : ui 6./ uj

s v (mclauses (u0 s0 ) · · · (uk sk ) · · · (un sn ))
Order8
s v s0

svs

s0 v s00

s v s00
Fig. 6. Ordering Relation on Shapes

The rule [Order4] says that groupings that look like macro applications (and
satisfy certain constraints) may be interpreted as the result type of the macro.

[Order5] applies to procedure applications and expr. Analogous rules are included
in the actual type checking rules.
The final rule [Order6] governs matching shapes of the arguments to macros
against the shapes derived from the clauses in a macro definition. The kth clause
of a macro definition yields a pair (uk sk ) in the mclauses shape type. The first
is the unguarded pattern shape; the second is the guarded pattern shape. By
construction, the guarded pattern shape is always below the unguarded pattern
shape. A shape is below the shape of the clause if it matches (exactly) one of the
guarded shapes. The antecedent that requires macro not to overlap guarantees
that it does not match more than one. This allows us to establish a definite
correlation between the clause that causes the shape checking to succeed and
the clause that matches during expansion.
6.4

Type Checking

The goal of type checking is to ensure that top-level terms have each have a
type, not just a shape. Type checking takes place in the context of the type
environments Γ ; Φ, in the same way shape checking does.
A judgment of the form Γ ; Φ ` x I t, where t ∈ type, means that x has type t
in the context described by Γ ; Φ. A macro template is type checked in a pattern
variable environment derived from the guards. The typing rules in fig. 7 have
the following meaning:
1. Identifiers and numbers are both expressions.
2. If a pattern variable contains a term of expression or definition shape, then
that term is an expression or a definition.
3. A macro application has the macro’s declared result type if all of its arguments are of the right shape.
4. Two expressions grouped together constitute a procedure application, which
is an expression.

7

Soundness

We prove type soundness for this system via subject reduction [11]. Following
preservation and progress theorems, we discuss the untypability of stuck terms.
7.1

Preservation and Progress

The main theorems are conventional theorems about type systems. The Preservation Theorem proves that if a program has a type then the expanded program
has the same type. The Progress Theorem shows that a typed term is either a
term in the core language or expandable.
While the theorems look familiar, the proofs require different lemmas and
techniques. Lemma 1 allows us to switch back and forth between proofs of the
◦ relation and I relation. We use this lemma for inductive proofs where the

Check1
x ∈ id ∪ number
Γ ; Φ ` x I expr

Check2a
x ∈ pvar

Φ(x) v expr

Γ ; Φ ` x I expr

Check2b
x ∈ pvar

Φ(x) v def

Γ ; Φ ` x I def

Check3a
m ∈ macro ∪ keyword
Γ ; Φ ` m ◦ s → expr
(s1 · · · sn ) v s
∀i ≤ n : Γ ` xi ◦ si
Γ ; Φ ` (m x1 · · · xn ) I expr
Check3b
m ∈ macro ∪ keyword
Γ ; Φ ` m ◦ s → def
(s1 · · · sn ) v s
∀i ≤ n : Γ ` xi ◦ si
Γ ; Φ ` (m x1 · · · xn ) I def

Check4
Γ ; Φ ` xi ◦ expr
Γ ; Φ ` (x0 x1 ) I expr

Fig. 7. Type Checking

hypotheses involve a different relation than the conclusion. Lemma 2 says that
a macro application that type checks always has an expansion, and that the
expansion also type checks. Lemma 3 shows that transcriptions of macro templates preserve type if the substitutions respect the template’s guards. Lemma 4
guarantees that shape types that do not overlap have no terms in common. This
implies that if the unguarded pattern shapes do not overlap, then a term matches
a unique pattern.
ρ

Theorem 1 (Preservation). If x −→ x0 , Γ `R ρ, and Γ ; ∅ ` x I t, then
Γ ; ∅ ` x0 I t.
Proof. The proof for redexes in the empty evaluation context is by case analysis
of the reduction rules. If x = (x1 x2 ) then we must have t = expr and x1 and x2
both have shape expr, so the term (app x1 x2 ) also has type expr. The case of
macro applications is handled by Lemma 2.
Once we have proved subject reduction for empty contexts, we can use induction on the structure of the context, aided by Lemma 1.
t
u
Theorem 2 (Progress). If Γ `R ρ, and Γ ; ∅ ` x I t, then either x ∈
ρ
CoreTerm or there is an x0 such that x −→ x0 .
Proof. The proof is by induction on the proof Γ ; ∅ ` x I t and case analysis of
the last proof step.
[Check1] If x is a number or identifier, then x is a core term.
[Check2] The pattern variable environment is empty, so this case cannot occur.
[Check3] on primitive syntax: We prove the claim for lambda; define is similar,
and quote is trivial.
Assume x = (lambda (i) y). The type of lambda ensures that Γ ; ∅ ` y ◦ expr
and Lemma 1 gives us Γ ; ∅ ` y I expr. We can apply the induction hypothesis

ρ

ρ

to get y −→ y 0 or y ∈ CoreTerm. Then we have either a reduction x −→
(lambda (i) y 0 ) or (lambda (i) y) ∈ CoreTerm.
[Check3] on macros: If x = (m x1 · · · xn ), then Lemma 2 guarantees that the
expansion succeeds, so x is a redex.
ρ
[Check4] If x = (x1 x2 ) then we have a reduction (x1 x2 ) −→ (app x1 x2 ). u
t
Lemma 1. Γ ; ∅ ` x I t iff Γ ; ∅ ` x ◦ t.
Proof. The proof of the forward implication is a simple case analysis of the last
proof step of Γ ; ∅ ` x I t and a translation into the Shape and Order rules.
The proof of the reverse implication is by induction on the proof Γ ; ∅ ` x ◦ t,
including both Shape and Order rules.
t
u
Lemma 2. If Γ ; ∅ ` (m x1 · · · xn ) I t and Γ `R ρ then expand ρm(x1 · · · xn )
exists and Γ ; ∅ ` expand ρm(x1 · · · xn ) I t.
Proof. We use Lemma 4 to show that (x1 · · · xn ) matches a unique pattern.
Then since (x1 · · · xn ) matches the macro input shape, the resulting substitution
σ maps pattern variables to terms with the shapes that satisfy the guard. The
macro correctness condition requires that templates type check under the pattern
variable environment of their guards. Then by Lemma 3 the transcribed template
type checks in an empty pattern environment.
t
u
Lemma 3. Let σ be a substitution. If Γ ; Φ ` x ◦ s and ∀p ∈ dom (Φ) : Γ ; ∅ `
σ(p) ◦ Φ(p), then Γ ; ∅ ` transcribe xσ ◦ s.
Proof. The proof is by straightforward induction on the proof of Γ ; Φ ` x ◦ s
and case analysis on the last proof step.
u
t
Lemma 4. For any fixed Γ , u1 ./ u2 if and only if there exists a term x such
that Γ ; ∅ ` x : u1 and Γ ; ∅ ` x : u2 .
Proof. The forward direction is by induction on the derivation of u1 ./ u2 . The
reverse direction is by induction on the structure of x and case analysis of u1
and u2 .
7.2

Stuck Terms Revisited

Now we can examine the three classes of stuck terms in the shape type system.
By inspection we easily see that the type system does not type check stuck terms
as either expr or def, meaning that well-typed programs produce proper syntax.
The first class of stuck states consists of pattern variables and keywords. The
only shape the type checker assigns to these is any. The second class is the set of
macro applications with incorrectly shaped arguments. These cannot be assigned
a type, because the rules for type checking require correctly shaped arguments.
The third class contains expanded terms that are not core terms. These terms
violate the shape types of the primitive keywords, so these terms are not typed.
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Extensions and Pragmatics

Standard Scheme allows programmers to write macros that process arbitrary
sequences of inputs, expressed using ellipses in the rewrite rules. For example,
the or form can be applied to zero or more expressions. Standard Scheme macros
can also match on literal data and keywords in patterns. For example, the cond
form recognizes the keyword else.
Extending our model with sequences introduces two kinds of complications.
First, a form like lambda imposes additional context-sensitive constraints on
expressions, which the type system cannot express. In particular, the parameter
list may not contain the same identifier twice. As mentioned, we consider such
errors analogous to division-by-zero or out-of-bounds array referencing, which
type systems in ordinary languages also cannot eliminate. Similarly, various kinds
of ellipsis mismatch are beyond the scope of a shape type system. Second, we
need to extend the type system to cope with keywords and ellipses in macros.
Keywords in patterns require the extension of our type system. Specifically,
it requires the addition of a collection of singleton shape types, each representing
one keyword. To preserve the non-overlapping property, these keywords must be
a lexical class separate from identifiers and unusable as expressions.
Macros that process sequences also require an extension of the shape language
with shapes of the form (sr . . . . sf ). The shape (sr . . . . sf ) contains all terms of
shape sf as well as all terms of shape (sr . (sr . . . . sf )). This allows us to express
shapes describing a sequence of definitions followed by a nonempty sequence of
expressions. We can then use Amadio-Cardelli style recursive subtyping [12] to
handle sequence shapes.
To test the pragmatics of our type system, we have reformulated the definitions for the collection of macros dubbed “derived syntax” in R5 RS. A reformulation is necessary so that we can annotate the pattern variables with the
correct shapes in this extended system. In particular, the (p0 p ...) idiom must
be replaced when the sequence is not homogeneous such as with the body of
a lambda expression where all internal definitions must occur before the (nonempty) sequence of expressions. The appendix provides one example from this
test and shows that the difference are minor and do not impose an extraordinary
amount of work on the programmer.
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Related Work

Over the past ten years, other language communities have recognized the value of
macro systems and have started to explore their use. Ganz, Sabry, and Taha [13]
have designed and implemented MacroML, a version of OCaml with macros.
Peyton-Jones has investigated the use of macros in conjunction with Haskell
[14]. Other researchers have explored macro-like systems for languages with conventional C-style syntax [15–18]. None of the systems achieves the expressive
power of Scheme macros.

The system for C presented in [15] introduces quasiquotation for conventional syntax and appears to statically check most templates for correctness. No
definition of soundness is given, and no proof is attempted.
Maya, a syntactic extension system for Java[18], allows programmer to extend the syntax of Java using grammar extensions and associated transformers
(“semantic actions”). Maya uses types and other pattern annotations to control
the parsing of macro arguments. The authors claim to catch syntax errors in
macro definitions, but the paper does not include proof of correctness.
The MacroML system by Ganz et al is a type-safe macro system based on
MetaML. In fact, their type discipline guarantees that ML-style macros generate
proper, well-typed ML code. MacroML achieves soundness, however, by severely
restricting the expressive power of the macro system, beyond the point of our
own constraints.
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Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a type system for macros and proved its soundness. We are now exploring the problem of scaling this system up to handle the
complexities of advanced Scheme macros.
We are now developing a prototype implementation of the type checker, exploring its practicality for full Scheme. We are also investigating how to overcome
the one major restriction of our system that we haven’t addressed yet: macrogenerating macros. While such abstractions appear to be esoteric at first, they
do occur on occasion in real programs and we believe that a full-fledged shape
type system must eventual address this issue.
Our shape system also fails to handle programmed macro systems, such as the
syntax-case system [19]. We are investigating the use of contracts (as described
by Findler [20, 21]) for taming programmed macros.
Acknowledgments We are grateful to Robby Findler for helping simplify the
reduction semantics, and to Matthew Flatt and the anonymous reviewers for
many suggestions and improvements.
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A

R5RS Macro Example

The following code is a reformulation of the R5 RS macro for cond with shape
annotations. We use ellipses to write sequence types and kw:else for the singleton
shape containing the keyword else, and likewise for =>. We also use named shape
abbreviations.
(type expr+ (expr ... expr))
(type cond-clause (union (expr kw:=> expr) expr+))
(type cond-clauses
(cond-clause ... (union cond-clause (kw:else . expr+))))
(define-syntax cond
(syntax-laws expr
((cond (else . result)
([result expr+])
(begin . result)))
((cond (test => result))
([test expr] [result expr])
(let ((temp test))
(if temp (result temp))))
((cond (test => result) . clauses)
([test expr] [result expr] [clauses cond-clauses])
(let ((temp test))
(if temp
(result temp)
(cond . clauses))))
((cond (test))
([test expr])
test)
((cond (test) . clauses)
([test expr] [clauses cond-clauses])
(let ((temp test))
(if temp
temp
(cond . clauses))))
((cond (test . result))
([test expr] [result expr+])
(if test (begin . result)))
((cond (test . result) . clauses)
([test expr] [result expr+] [clauses cond-clauses])
(if test
(begin . result)
(cond . clauses)))))

